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review essay: rabbinic authority and personal autonomy, ed ... - review essay: rabbinic authority and
personal autonomy, ed. moshe z. sokol (northvale, new jersey and london: jason aronson, 1992) this collection
of essays, published by the orthodox forum, a think tank sponsored by yeshiva university's rabbi isaac
elchanan theological semi-nary, addresses the most fundamental question plaguing the orthodox modpersonal autonomy - the library of congress - personal autonomy : new essays on personal autonomy and
its role in contemporary moral philosophy / edited by james stacey taylor. p. cm. includes bibliographical
references and index. isbn 0-521-83796-0 1. ethics, modern. 2. autonomy (psychology) i. taylor, james stacey,
1970– bj324.a88t39 2004 170–dc22 2004045810 isbn 0 521 83796 0 ... autonomy, oppression, and
gender - philpapers - new monograph, victims’ stories and the advancement of human rights, and a new
edited collection, poverty, agency, and human rights (oxford university press, 2014). marina oshana is
professor of philosophy at the university of california, davis. her research focuses on issues in personal
autonomy, responsible agency, and self-identity. understanding the relationship between autonomy
and ... - understanding the relationship between autonomy and informed consent: a response to taylor lucie
white ... no. 3 (2004), p. 384; see also james taylor, ed., personal autonomy: new essays on personal
autonomy and iis role in contemporary moral philosophy (new york: cambridge ... practical autonomy and
bioethics (new york: routledge, 2009), ... procreation, power, and personal autonomy: feminist ... procreation, power, and personal autonomy: feminist reflections selected bibliography ... allen, jeffner. 1994.
“motherhood: the annihilation of women.” in joyce trebilcot, ed. mothering: essays in feminist theory, rowman
& allenheld ... “genetic screening: toward a new eugenics?” in dula and goering, 165-181. brison, susan j.
1997. ... how kant would choose to die: a kantian defense of euthanasia - stacey taylor, (new york:
cambridge university press, 2005), 310. 10 thomas may, the concept ofautonomy in bioethics, in personal
autonomy: new essays on personal autonomy and its role in contemporary moral philosophy, ed. james stacey
taylor, (new york: cambridge university press, 2005), 303. 3 reproduced with permission of the copyright
owner. curriculum vitae paul h. benson, ph.d. - “feminist intuitions and the normative substance of
autonomy,” in personal autonomy: new essays on personal autonomy and its role in contemporary philosophy
, ed. james stacey taylor, cambridge: cambridge university press, 2005, 124-142. alienation, autonomy,
and the self - welcome to tribe voices - essays on themes from harry frankfurt(cambridge, ma: mit press,
2002), ... i develop a particular theory of personal autonomy, one that is not purely structural, but that
incorporates procedural elements. ... his doing so frus-alienation, autonomy, and the self. laura waddell
ekstrom. alienation, autonomy, and the self in. alienation, autonomy, ... autonomy - carleton college - the
inner citadel: essays on individual autonomy (oxford, 1989). dworkin, gerald. the theory and practice of
autonomy (cambridge, 1988). gray, john. ... taylor, j.s. personal autonomy: new essays on personal autonomy
and its role in contemporary moral philosophy (cambridge, 2005). agency and autonomy in kants moral
theory selected essays - stories of personal triumph from the frontiers of brain science,2013 june ... choose
for ourselves with two new papers and revised versions of several others the volume will be of great ...
selected essays download agency and autonomy in kant s moral theory selected essays ebook pdf or read
online autonomy - ur scholarship repository - the first part contains essays on "theory", or problems in the
definition and analysis of autonomy, with the essays on "practice" in the second part taking up practical issues,
such as paternalism, informed consent, and entrapment, that raise concerns about protecting or promoting
personal autonomy. the place of autonomy within liberalism - ideal of “personal autonomy.” it is often
maintained that the ideal of personal autonomy is ... essays on individual autonomy (new york: oxford
university press, 1989), p. 14. kant scholars have agreed; see roger j. sullivan, ... construct liberal political
morality on autonomy seek to build on personal autonomy.6 thus, > theories of contract and the concept
of autonomy - > theories of contract and the concept of autonomy* ... been built on to the more substantial
ideal of personal autonomy as self-authorship. although ... in the theory of contract law: new essays 118, at
143 (peter benson ed., 2001): “a very bare conception of the person”. 12 benson, supra note 5, at 37.
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